Central MN Owners & Operators and User Committee Meeting
Remote Meeting: Teams Meeting Link
Phone: (877) 565-1202, Conference ID: 663 259 455#
Thursday, January 20, 2022 – 10:00 AM
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d. CentraCare CM Encrypted TG Permission Request (P19)
e. Meeker County Participation Plan Amendment (P20) – action item
f. O&O Committee Attendance 2021 (P21)
7. Joint Business
a. Regional Strategic Plan – O&O / Users focused goals (P22-30)
1) Regional Encryption Capabilities - discussion
2) CASM Awareness and Training
8. Users Business
a. ARMER Radio Instructor Training – April 12-13th (P31)
b. User Committee Attendance 2021 (P32-33)
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RIC Report
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

ESB
RAC
Next Gen 911
EMAC
Regional Logger
Grant Updates/Current Regional Requests (P34)
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LMR Committee
Interoperability Committee
• Workgroup Reports (COMU – STR – EMS/Hosp)
Wireless Broadband and Applications Committee
Steering Committee

CMESB:

SECB:
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Next meeting – February 17, 2022

11.

Adjournment

Central MN
Owners & Operators and User Committee Meeting
Microsoft Teams Meeting
November 18, 2021 – 10:00 AM
OWNERS & OPERATORS MEMBERS/ALTERNATES PRESENT:
1. Brandon Larson, Vice Chair & Micah Myers – City of St. Cloud
2. Julie Fraley – Benton County
3. Kandiyohi County – Big Stone County
4. Tom Egan & Kevin Smith – Douglas County
5. Jody Norstegard – Kandiyohi County
6. Becky Howell – Meeker County
7. Andy Beckstrom – Mille Lacs County
8. Victoria MacKissock – Morrison County
9. Jason Karlgaard & Greg Seim – Otter Tail County
10. Kristen Lahr, Chair & Mary Lieser – Stearns County
11. Dona Greiner – Stevens County
12. Bill McGeary – Swift County
13. Sarah Booker – Todd County
14. Sheriff Fiedler – Wilkin County
15. Seth Hansen – Wright County
USERS MEMBERS/ALTERNATES PRESENT:
1. Adam Morris & Steve Williams – City of St. Cloud
2. Julie Fraley – Benton County
3. Kandiyohi County – Big Stone County
4. Kevin Smith – Douglas County
5. Jody Norstegard – Kandiyohi County
6. Andy Beckstrom – Mille Lacs County
7. Victoria MacKissock – Morrison County
8. Jason Karlgaard, Greg Seim & Marco Picchiarini – Otter Tail County
9. Paul McIntyre, Chair; Kristen Lahr; Chief Jim Hughes, Vice Chair; & Erin Tufte –
Stearns County
10. Dona Greiner – Stevens County
11. Bill McGeary – Swift County
12. Sarah Booker – Todd County
13. Sheriff Fiedler – Wilkin County
14. Seth Hansen – Wright County
GUESTS:
1. Commissioner Jeff Jelinski, ESB Chair – Morrison County
2. Stephanie Johnson, EMAC Chair – Meeker County
3. Keith Christianson – CentraCare
4. Chris Johnson – Ridgewater College
5. Steve Tait, Southern RIC – ECN
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OWNERS & OPERATORS MEMBERS/ALTERNATES ABSENT:
1. Grant County
2. Pope County
3. Traverse County
4. Wadena County
USER MEMBERS/ALTERNATES ABSENT:
1.
Grant County
2.
Meeker County
3.
Pope County
4.
Traverse County
5.
Wadena County
CALL TO ORDER:
Meeting called to order by O&O Chair Kristen Lahr at 10:00 a.m.
INTRODUCTIONS:
Introductions were conducted. There was a quorum for both Committees.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
Todd County made a motion to approve the O&O/Users Agenda. Swift County seconded, motion
carried. Roll Call Vote: City of St. Cloud – Aye; Benton County – Aye; Douglas – Aye; Meeker –
Aye; Mille Lacs – Aye; Morrison – Aye; Otter Tail – Aye; Stearns – Aye; Stevens – Aye; Swift –
Aye; Todd – Aye; Wilkin – Aye; Wright – Aye.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Morrison County made a motion to approve the October 21, 2021 O&O/Users minutes. Stearns
County seconded, motion carried. Roll Call Vote: City of St. Cloud – Aye; Benton County – Aye;
Douglas – Aye; Meeker – Aye; Mille Lacs – Aye; Morrison – Aye; Otter Tail – Aye; Stearns –
Aye; Stevens – Aye; Swift – Aye; Todd – Aye; Wilkin – Aye; Wright – Aye.
COMMUNICATIONS AND INCIDENTS:
None.
O&O BUSINESS:
a. CM Analyzer rotation schedule
Currently residing in Grant County. The next location would be Morrison County.

b. Bylaws Amendment
Lahr reported last month we did discuss the bylaws and the change to the membership
expanding representation of up to two alternates for Owners & Operators. That would
give each agency a more fluid capability of having representation and meeting attendance
requirements. The change is under Membership, “one representative and up to two
alternates engaged in the management and operation of a communications system serving
public safety.” Lahr looked for a motion to approve the bylaws change today and this
would be moved on to the next ESB meeting. Douglas County motioned. Todd County
seconded. Roll Call Vote: City of St. Cloud – Aye; Benton County – Aye; Douglas – Aye;
Meeker – Aye; Mille Lacs – Aye; Morrison – Aye; Otter Tail – Aye; Stearns – Aye; Stevens
– Aye; Swift – Aye; Todd – Aye; Wilkin – Aye; Wright – Aye. Motion carries. Lahr
explained bylaws will move on for approval at the next ESB.
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O&O BUSINESS: (Continued)
c. Ridgewater College Participation Plan discussion
Chris Johnson stated he is the program director for fire and EMS training at Ridgewater
College. Johnson explained we have two campuses located in central MN in Willmar and
Hutchinson. Johnson works for the customized training part of the college and we
provide non-credit education. Johnson does fire training, EMS, first responder, EMT
training for first responder squads, ambulance services, etc. This changes, it goes up and
down, but we have about 50 fire departments that we do regular training with. The state
makes us keep track of how many hours of training we do each year for a person, like
student contact hours. If we do a 4-hour class and there is 20 people in that class that is
80 hours of contact. Last year we did between 16-17,000 hours. We do not have to keep
track of any of the EMS training we do for that purpose, but Johnson thinks a
conservative estimate would be at least 3-4 times as much.

Johnson explained what we are asking for is to try and figure out a way to purchase some
ARMER radios and get onto the ARMER system for training purposes. Some of the
reasons for this, the main thing is when we do large scale trainings we like to have our
instructors each have a radio and be able to communicate with fire departments that are
on scene as well. We used to have some old radios we got from the Willmar Fire
Department that were VHF. We cannot use them anymore, they do not hold a charge. It is
not worth replacing them or fixing them up. So, we were looking at different options. The
ARMER system would be nice to get on. That we could use the SOAs to talk to the
instructors, some of the students that are maybe inside of a house fire, and then also be
able to have the interoperability with the county talkgroups to be able to monitor stuff if
there is like water shuttling operations. If we have a large-scale drill where we have
different operations going on different talkgroups. It would also help just to do some
more training with the departments and get them used to and familiar with the radios. It
just seems like any extra training they can get is going to help out. In Johnson’s mind
what would be ideal is if we sent out an email and talked to all the counties that we
operate in and ask for permission to get some of their interoperability channels. And then
we would program them in the radios. We do not want any access to the fire main, paging
channels, law enforcement, hospitals, anything other than that. Just between the county
interop channels and SOAs Johnson thinks that would be great.
Johnson explained just to kind of go over some of this stuff too so it does not seem like
we are just going to have a bunch of radios that are running loose around. When they are
not being used on a training they are stored in Johnson’s office that is locked up. They are
not assigned to anyone, nobody is taking them home, nobody is doing anything with them
that is not for training business. We also do training for our instructors just to keep up
their hours. We would incorporate just the radio refresher training into that as well. Just
to make sure everyone is up-to-date and knows how to use them correctly.
Egan explained when the Alex Tech College got onto the system there was a lot of
hesitancy from the O&O group at that time worried about too much radio traffic on our
tower systems and overloading our systems. We have not seen that at all with the Alex
Tech College. And they have quite a few more radios than Johnson is asking for. Egan is
not sure about the talkgroups. Egan thinks that is a good discussion point for all of us
whether, or not, they should have some of the interop talkgroups for training, or possibly
even create new talkgroups.
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O&O BUSINESS: (Continued)
c. Ridgewater College Participation Plan discussion (Continued)
Lahr stated as far as a path to join the ARMER system you would either have to be
sponsored by an agency where you reside and have them usher that guidance through. Or,
in a case like this, where it is either a state college, or a training division of a state
college, potentially just go directly through the SECB governance with stops at regions
for review and approval of a potential plan. Lahr asked Tait if he had any comments as
far as how a state college, or a training program that operates out of a state college, that
provides non-credit training to EMS/Fire agencies, do you have any guidance on that?

Tait applauds Johnson for bringing this forward. We absolutely need to have more
ARMER training for our fire/EMS providers particularly in the very small agencies.
Unfortunately, things are never easy when it comes to governance and state agencies.
Tait thinks the path forward is to look at a global approach, because there are multiple
colleges in the MnSCU system that are providing customized training across the state.
Tait thinks it does make sense to look at MnSCU putting forth a participation plan that
would apply to all colleges that offer this type of a training. Then we also need to look at
the standards to make sure there are no conflicts, or we can add provisions to
accommodate this. Tait had an opportunity to speak with Larson last week. Larson had
pointed out there are a few conflicts in SECB Standards that would need to be resolved
before we can bring on a MnSCU partner. Tait sees a path forward, but it is not going to
be quick, and it is not going to be easy. There just needs to be a lot of thoughtful
discussion. Tait explained Egan had brought up the system loading. That is always
everybody’s concern, but it sounds like you are pretty disbursed in your operations, so it
is not like one tower site adjacent to the college would be impacted. It sounds like it is
wherever you take your training to. Whatever Tait and ECN can do to support moving
this along through the governance process and putting a good plan together to present to
LMR and the SECB, Tait would be more than happy to do his part.
Larson explained reading at the standards, it sounds as though Alex Tech’s operations are
in the capacity of they do not have operational talkgroups. It is written into standard their
radios are not allowed to have operational talkgroups to be programmed in them.
Meaning they cannot have Douglas County talkgroups, Central Region talkgroups, or
STACs, etc. The radios have specially programmed talkgroups that are specifically
written into standard. Alex Tech cannot share those talkgroups with any other agency.
They are educational use only and set with the lowest priority setting in the system. What
Johnson is looking to do is different than what has already been worked with in the past
with Alex Tech. Larson’s question is aside from the state institution that Ridgewater is
associated with, how would this be different from other fire/EMS or radio training
agencies that exist today public or private? Lahr responded that is a good question and
one that will likely come up if this gets moved through state governance. Lahr explained
there may be some hurdles to tackle there as far as who is allowed, whether it is an NGO,
or who is allowed, to use the ARMER system. Is it in this capacity, are they working as
like a private agency or a vendor? Is there a case for that on the ARMER system?
Tait replied Larson brings up some really important points on how this would actually be
used in a training application. Tait was down in Murray County last month for a fire
service training event and one of the after-action items was I want to use the talkgroups I
would use on a regular call.
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O&O BUSINESS: (Continued)
c. Ridgewater College Participation Plan discussion (Continued)
Tait thinks Johnson is trying to achieve that objective of train how you fight. Use the
talkgroups you would normally use in day-to-day operations. Tait thinks that is a very
noble cause, but as Larson points out it is really conflicting with existing standard. And
then if we want to include all these local talkgroups, but that creates a local system admin
nightmare. You are going to fill up that radio with literally 100+ different talkgroups
which makes management a little bit more difficult. And when we are actually using
those talkgroups, whether it is a local, regional, or statewide talkgroup then how are we
getting reservations and making sure we are not conflicting with any real world events?
There is a lot to think through on this proposal and make sure we get it right and cover all
our bases before it goes to LMR and the SECB.

Smith from Douglas County would piggyback on Tait with his Murray County example.
You need to train like you perform. Smith understands what Johnson is trying to
accomplish by having county interops in his radios. It would be beneficial from Smith’s
personal experience as a first responder and fire fighter, but Smith does understand we do
have to handle this with some white gloves and make sure we get this right.
Lahr can see some real benefits to this across the state, but it needs to be really well
vetted and thought out, or there will be flags thrown up at statewide governance as far as
setting a precedent. Does this set a precedent for any training vendor to come onto the
ARMER system, or any private agency to come onto the ARMER system, claiming the
same intent? Lahr asked Tait since this might be something that is a more statewide
effort, or something that would be consistent for all state-originating or a MnSCU agency
providing public safety training, to hand this off to the RICs to discuss and bring through
state governance. Tait would be more than willing to do that. Obviously, we are going to
need regional input as we move along. Tait thinks between Marcus and I we could work
with Johnson and the State Fire Marshal’s Office with their fire service specialist to come
up with some recommendations and bring that back to the region and make sure you guys
have input and weigh-in, because you guys are the experts. Tait would be happy to take
the lead on putting a proposal together and working it back through the regions. Making
sure we are putting together a solid plan that covers all our bases.
What Booker is seeing from this in looking at it from the receiving end of the fire training
side and that stuff. Typically now, Johnson if you go there you just get assigned an x-y-z
department radio, correct? But part of the trouble is, and having seen it first-hand, not
every department has enough of those resources. We have outside instructors come in and
we hand them one of our radios. We do the things on our talkgroups and then they give
us the radios back when they go. Booker thinks part of this request is just to bring your
own resources to the party just to alleviate some of those limitations that some of these
rural departments might have. Is that correct? Johnson replied that is absolutely correct.
For some of the departments we go to that are smaller, they maybe only have half a dozen
portable radios and if we do a house burn and Johnson has seven instructors there that
eats it up pretty quick even if they do have a dozen of them. That does not even consider
maybe half the time they have not replaced the batteries in how long, so you get 20
minutes use out of them before the low battery alarms start going off. That is one of the
biggest things right there is that a lot of the smaller departments just do not have enough.
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O&O BUSINESS: (Continued)
c. Ridgewater College Participation Plan discussion (Continued)
Lahr discussed a few key points on this when we put it on the agenda with Larson. You
might get some pushback on requesting local interoperability talkgroups depending on
what specific counties are comfortable with sharing for non-public safety partners, even
though you are providing public safety training. Lahr brought up just running on a
regional talkgroup or statewide talkgroup. But, Larson had mentioned those talkgroups
also do have higher priority in the system, because they are an interoperability talkgroup
and that might raise some hesitancy as well. Lahr does not know how to suggest a
solution for that, because creating a new talkgroup would mean they are not in any of the
public safety radios with the departments you are working with. That is kind of a little
catch 22 situation, but something to think about and maybe come up with a response or a
solution for as you are working through a plan to present.

Lahr stated if the RICs are willing to collaborate with Johnson and Ridgewater on
working on some sort of a plan to present. We are certainly happy to review it and give
regional feedback on all of this stuff. We will take the assist by the RICs if they are
willing to do so. That is a good plan to go with being a more broader MnSCU or
especially working with the State Fire Marshal’s Office.
Karlgaard from Otter Tail County asked Johnson would you say you provide training to
departments in all or most of the counties of the Central Region? Are you able to provide
what counties you do? Karlgaard does not know if Johnson provides training to
departments or entities in Otter Tail County. Johnson does EMS training up here. Alex
Tech takes care of the fire training in this area, but Johnson does offer EMS training in
Otter Tail County, Douglas County, and just south of you like Pope, Stevens, etc.
Johnson explained the other day when Johnson was talking to Dave from West Central
about how this would look to program the radios if this worked out, we figured out 21
counties we did training in. Karlgaard asked and you actually physically go to their
location, correct? Johnson replied correct.
Tait thinks Karlgaard brings up a good point. There is very strong potential this might
involve multiple regions depending on their area of operation at Ridgewater. It does make
sense to take more of a statewide approach to this. Tait will reach out to Johnson and we
will set-up a meeting and get some ideas on paper and a plan for moving forward.
d. 2022 Officer Elections:
i. Chair
Lahr stated with the potential of maybe not having a meeting in December we thought
we would move the 2022 election of officers onto the November agenda. We will
take nominations for Chair of Owners & Operators. Do we have any nominations?
Larson nominated Kristen Lahr for Chair. Lahr called for other nominations three
times. Lahr stated we will take a vote for Kristen Lahr as Chair of the Owners &
Operators Committee for 2022. Roll Call Vote: City of St. Cloud – Aye; Benton County
– Aye; Big Stone County – Aye; Douglas – Aye; Kandiyohi – Aye; Meeker – Aye; Mille
Lacs – Aye; Morrison – Aye; Otter Tail – Aye; Stearns – Aye; Stevens – Aye; Swift –
Aye; Todd – Aye; Wilkin – Aye; Wright – Aye. Motion carries.
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O&O BUSINESS: (Continued)
d. 2022 Officer Elections:
ii. Vice Chair
Lahr called for nominations for Vice Chair for 2022 of Owners & Operators. Lahr
nominated Brandon Larson for Vice Chair. Lahr called for other nominations three
times. Lahr stated nominations have closed. We will take a roll call vote for Brandon
Larson as Vice Chair of Owners & Operators. Roll Call Vote: City of St. Cloud – Aye;
Benton County – Aye; Big Stone County – Aye; Douglas – Aye; Kandiyohi – Aye;
Meeker – Aye; Mille Lacs – Aye; Morrison – Aye; Otter Tail – Aye; Stearns – Aye;
Stevens – Aye; Swift – Aye; Todd – Aye; Wilkin – Aye; Wright – Aye. Motion carries.
JOINT BUSINESS:
a. Regional Strategic Plan – O&O / Users focused goals
Lahr reported we will be having this on our agenda for the foreseeable future. The Users and
O&O related priorities for regional strategic planning. We have reviewed these a little bit at
the last Executive Committee. We did discuss these priorities a little bit at our last meeting.
Both groups were still in favor of keeping these in the form they are suggested to us here.
b. SECB NG911 Committee – Technical Workgroup Representative Request
Lahr reported SECB NG911 Committee has a request for a technical workgroup
representative. Tait explained there are three workgroups that operate under the NG911
Committee. There is an operations workgroup, technical workgroup, and a GIS workgroup.
They are always on the agenda, but we seldom get a report. That is because we have not
taken the time to actually appoint any members to these workgroups and assign them any
tasks. A number of people on this call dial-in and participate in our SECB NG911 Committee
meetings and those agendas are packed and we typically run out of time, because there is
more items to discuss than there is time to get the discussions completed. The purpose of
these workgroups is to assign the workgroup a task. Let’s discuss this topic and get into a
little bit of detail prior to the NG911 Committee meeting, so when we come to the meeting
we have already had some thorough and thoughtful discussion on a particular topic and given
people the opportunity to weigh-in on pros, cons and opinions on a regional level so the
discussions can be a little shorter during the committee and we are making better and more
informed decisions when we actually come to voting on things. On the operations side, we
are looking at somebody from the PSAPs that deals with day-to-day operations. On the
technical side, somebody that is maybe a little more involved with network issues and CAD
systems and call handling systems. Just to be able to provide guidance to the committee and
the board and then ultimately back to ECN on how we should be doing things both
operationally and on the technical side in the 9-1-1 world. There is just a lot going on there
and it is really important that we capture your opinions when decisions are made.
Myers has had conversations with Sandy on this and to what she is hoping to get. She wants
someone with an IT background. Things they have to address in the near future.
Cybersecurity, how you secure these networks, and that typically you are not going to find on
the operational side of the PSAP. You are going to be looking at the folks that support it. The
challenge you have got is a lot of these folks either contract it out, or how many of their IT’s
are dealing with it? Several members in the Central Myers does not know if they are still
using Shawn, but Shawn Larson provides a lot of network services for some of these smaller
counties. What she is looking for is someone that has a strong IT background looking at how
they address upcoming things, because some of the grants and some of the things she is
looking to apply for cybersecurity is out front. That is what they are hoping to get on that
position.
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JOINT BUSINESS:
b. SECB NG911 Committee – Technical Workgroup Representative Request
Booker stated they would like this nailed down before the December statewide NG911
meeting so it can go to SECB if needed to approve it. Lahr stated if anyone of us have any
thoughts on whether there is somebody within your own county’s IT department you think
would be suitable for this. Lahr asked can we look towards someone that a county contracts
with for IT services to represent the region as well to sit on this? Myers does not see why we
would not, because they are doing all their other network services. They are going to be
looking at what measures they are going to take to secure their CAD systems, their PSAP
infrastructure. They are going to have a good handle on it. But then looking at it from the
standpoint is they are not going to do it for free, because they have billable hours. And then if
there is a cost does the region work to put that up? It is something that has to be addressed.
Booker does not know if the ideal person exists. To have somebody that is at least basically
familiar with the 911 operations, because it is going to go beyond just the IT aspect or those
cybersecurity aspects with all of the changes coming with NG911 and the implementation of
all the new technologies and those types of things. Some person that has some of that hybrid
knowledge would be really beneficial.
Lahr stated if the region has two people. One that is more focused solely in the IT networking
aspect of it, but an additional someone that is more operations focused to collaborate with,
can we designate more than one person for the region? Booker does not know that they
necessarily capped it, so that would be a fair ask. Tait thinks because it is a workgroup, the
membership is certainly open. Tait thinks Myers has a great point, Shawn Larson is very well
respected as a vendor through southwest and west central MN, he is a great resource. Maybe
he will do it for free out of the kindness of his heart, but then having some PSAP people also
representing the region. Tait thinks it is good to have that cross section of if you know what
is going on in your backroom with your servers that is the type of person we are looking for
for these workgroups. Lahr stated if any of us have any suggestions or think you might have
somebody whether it is at your county, or someone you work with, please forward that
information to Myers and Booker. Myers has a couple folks in mind he was going to reach
out to within the region and see if they would have some interest. Myers will ping them and
see what he can come up with.
USER BUSINESS:
a. 2022 Officer Elections:
i.
Chair
McIntyre looked for nominations for Chair. Kristen Lahr nominated Paul McIntyre.
McIntyre called for other nominations for Chair three times. McIntyre called for the
vote for Chair. Roll Call Vote: City of St. Cloud – Aye; Benton – Aye; Big Stone
County – Aye; Douglas – Aye; Kandiyohi – Aye; Mille Lacs – Aye; Morrison – Aye;
Otter Tail – Aye; Stearns – Aye; Stevens – Aye; Swift – Aye; Todd – Aye; Wilkin –
Aye; Wright – Aye. Motion passes.
ii.

Vice Chair
McIntyre called for nominations for Vice Chair for the User Committee. Lahr
nominated Chief Hughes. McIntyre called for other nominations for Vice Chair three
times. Roll Call Vote: City of St. Cloud – Aye; Benton – Aye; Big Stone County –
Aye; Douglas – Aye; Kandiyohi – Aye; Mille Lacs – Aye; Morrison – Aye; Otter
Tail – Aye; Stearns – Aye; Stevens – Aye; Swift – Aye; Todd – Aye; Wilkin – Aye;
Wright – Aye. Motion passes.
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REPORTS:
RIC Report
Tait reported we posted our system admin training finally. That filled up within about 40 minutes.
There were only 12 seats available. There is a waiting list. We were able to select Alex Tech as a
venue for that. Tait is trying to advocate to get a second class scheduled. Tait is not sure if he will
be able to be successful, but we definitely know the need is there for some ARMER training sooner
than later. We are also in the process of looking at scheduling ARMER train the trainer and APX
radio programming and we are looking for a venue that is somewhat centrally located. If you have
got an EOC or a classroom that would be available in your jurisdiction and would be willing to
open that up for a couple days for training please let Tait know and he will pass it on to Cathy
Clark and Cathy Anderson and they can work out the details. Tait knows with COVID it is a little
hard to find venues, so that is why Tait is making that ask if there is anything the Central Region
can do to help that would be greatly appreciated. We will have those scheduled, Tait thinks they
were looking at January/February. Tait thinks we discussed this at the RAC or Board meeting,
ARMER radio replacements for fire departments. We had that major fire out in Big Stone County
in the city of Clinton and that spurred some discussion with a state representative, Representative
Backer, on what we can do to help fund replacement ARMER radios. The State Fire Marshal’s
Office and ECN put a survey out to the fire departments at the end of October and we heard back
from about 225 or so of the state’s 775 fire departments. Tait is in the process right now of going
through that survey and really pulling the data out on what the needs are. One quick stat, 91% of
the people that responded to that survey said they had no money set aside to replace their radios.
Tait thinks that is a very important statistic to highlight that we have got a lot of radios out there
and no plan or no funding in place to replace it. That is going to be our next step of how do we
work with our Finance Committee to identify what those funding needs are and different
mechanisms for getting new radios out into the hands of our emergency responders. At least we
have a starting point now where we can start quantifying the need. Tait has a meeting set-up with
Motorola for mid-December to talk about buying the radios is only the first half. It is how are we
going to get them programmed and get people trained and get them into the hands of our
responders that is the second half of the funding problem. Motorola is going to help us think that
through. We just cannot show up at West Central for example with a semitruck full of radios and
say we need these programmed and delivered next week to all these fire departments. We really
need to have a solid plan in place for what that rollout would look like. A lot going on the ARMER
radio funding side. We certainly will be making sure we get that on the agenda at the regional
meetings and the Finance Committee in the coming months. January would be a good time to have
that conversation. It is time to make sure we have good robust representation from the regions on
the 2022 committees and workgroups that the SECB sponsors, so please share the wealth and make
sure we are not relying on the same 3-4 people to represent your region on these committees. Get
involved. Myers has brought this up several times as well. Succession planning, what are we all
going to do when that knowledge walks out the door? Is that next generation of people that are
involved in governance ready to take that baton and move on?
Myers asked Tait with your meeting with Motorola, Myers understands your dilemma in trying to
get these programmed. What we are finding too with Motorola. It might affect our cost, because
they will come with a number, then they are going to turn around and contract back with the radio
shops. Whereas, if we contracted directly with the radio shops we can get a better price. We are
dealing with that right now with a proposal with Motorola, because the radio shops then will not be
able to bid on something Motorola has given you a number on. Tait replied Motorola is very quick
to say we will take care of everything for you turnkey. Tait just wants to gather information on how
they did it. We are not committed to contracting with them at all. Apparently, Nebraska did a very
similar project where they bought a bunch of radios and rolled them out. We are just going to take
some lessons learned.
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REPORTS: (Continued)
RIC Report (Continued)
Myers added another item to think about too, because it helps on the state level and administrators
on planning, you have got these radios programmed where are you going to need IDs called come
from? Are they going to be part of their participation plan, because when you expand you are
required to report your growth so at the state level MnDOT knows how many more radios are
coming onto the system. Acquiring the hardware is one thing, but there is some logistics that have
to be really thought about when we are doing this. Tait responded you are spot on. That whole
system admin conversation is a huge piece. And like you say, making sure we are updating
participation plans and how many radio IDs are allocated. A lot of moving parts beyond just
picking up a new radio at the corner shop.
CMESB:
Emergency Services Board (ESB)
Myers reported the ESB will meet on December 15th. That will be our last meeting of the year. We
are already developing items for board approval on items as we move into the 2022 year. If there is
something you want to get on that agenda it needs to be to us by the 8th.
Regional Advisory Committee (RAC)
Myers thinks Booker will bring it to the NG911, but we will discuss it. It is a document that was
sent out it was discussed at the NG911. We have already weighed-in on both from the RAC and the
NG911, but there was some additional language that has been added since that last time, so that is
going to get circulated and reviewed as well. Myers has that slated to go onto the RAC, Myers does
not know if Booker is going to have that on the NG911, but then we report back to the ESB on that.
Next Generation 911 Committee (NG911)
We met on the 4th. Booker reported gave our update on the radius mapping project proposal from
RapidDeploy. We had 6 counties in the region that opted in on that. Updates on the 403
workgroups and yes, Booker intends on putting the new draft language on the technical workgroup
on the agenda so we can review that. The mental health workgroups and the public safety
telecommunicator working groups both standards and training and the pension workgroups. We
reviewed our strategic plan and the state SCIP plan.
Emergency Management Advisory Committee (EMAC)
EMAC met on October 27. Discussed the EMAC strategic plan and held nominations for Chair,
Vice Chair, and Secretary. These will be voted on at the December 8th EMAC meeting.
Regional Logger Committee:
Met this month. Larson reported we approved Sanford Health EMS joining the logger. That will
still have to go before the ESB for final action. We had a good discussion with the group regarding
our current capacity and the excess capacity we have left. If we get to a point of reaching our full
capacity what does it look like for expansion.
Grant Updates/Current Regional Requests
Myers reported the Finance Committee voted this morning to approve the request from the Central
Region for Wilkin County’s console. That will go to the SECB on the 23rd for final approval. We
brought it to the NG911 Committee yesterday as part of the standard hierarchy it has to be
presented to some of the committees for them to weigh-in and bless. We just have the Steering
Committee, but we anticipate no objections from that and it should be approved, so we will be
ready to go in 2022 as part of the other grant projects that were approved. As for the other items on
the list here the Executive Committee met and we are working on a draft. Look to see if we cannot
either some turnback funds or looking at other venues for grant opportunities.
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REPORTS:
SECB:
Land Mobile Radio Committee
Did meet this month. Lahr reported we approved a participation plan amendment by City of
Minneapolis for a back-up 911 dispatch site. Approved the Dispatchers Best Practices Guide. There
were a few changes for Blue Earth County that were tabled as there was no one to present those
items. Committee reviewed and approved the committee goals that will be included in the
statewide SCIP and that moved onto the Steering Committee for final approval. Tait gave a brief
report on the FCC final report and an overview of the 403 language revision timeline.
Interoperability Committee
Met just yesterday. Lahr reported the bulk of all of the new business were COMU. Either
recertifications or initial certifications. All of those were approved. We also reviewed and approved
the Dispatchers Best Practices Guide which should go on to SECB.
• Workgroup Reports (COMU – STR – EMS/Hosp)
Larson reported COMU workgroup met and reviewed a number of taskbooks. Pushed those
forward to Interop Committee. We continued having good conversation regarding COMU
in the state of MN. How we exercise, how we get ourselves out there and educate
stakeholders that we exist and how to use us. STR meeting was cancelled. McIntyre
reported EMS/Hospitals won’t be anything reported for that group until we see how things
play out after the first of the year. Right now, things are a little bit tight within the industry
and McIntyre was asked to hold off again until we see how things level-set back down.
Wireless Broadband and Applications Committee
Met this month. Larson reported we received updates from our workgroups. The workgroup had a
good conversation regarding the MNFOG and what types of considerations regarding wireless
broadband could be added to that guide. We received an update from AT&T with additional
capacity additions of Band14 and buildout in northern MN. Larson did receive an email
notification from FirstNet that a tower site in northeastern Stearns County was completed. We
received an update from Deputy Director Clark on the 403 Statute of the governance workgroup
update. We started a conversation regarding our committee membership. We have a number of
entities that do not have any representation assigned to our committee. We also have entities that
their representation is not attending the meetings. It is important to have that attendance and
involvement. We did not have anything significant for the regional reports.
Steering Committee
Did meet in November. Lahr reported our one action item was to review the 2022-2024 SCIP
goals. We revised our language just to keep it in line with the goals of the other SECB committees.
The committee did review and approve those. We did go over a bit of a schedule for where the
SCIP plan goes next. The goal is to get it to the SECB either the first or second month of 2022 for
approval. Director Wahlberg was on the call along with RIC Tait and gave an FCC 9-1-1 Fee
Diversion report and an update on the statewide regional governance language in the 403 statute.
NEXT MEETING:
The next O&O/Users meeting will be December 16, 2021 at 10:00 AM via Microsoft Teams.
ADJORNMENT:
Chair McIntyre made the executive motion to adjourn the meeting and the motion was carried
unanimously at 11:28 a.m.
Minutes recorded by Shari Gieseke.
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ARMER
TALKGROUP
AUTHORIZATION REQUEST
Requesting Entity Information
Entity: United States Postal Inspection Service
Requestor: Matthew Hoffman, Postal Inspector
Address: 7360 Bush Lake Road, Suite 100, Minneapolis, MN 55439
Telephone: 612-884-7876 (desk), 651-270-8042 (cell)
Email: mjhoffman@uspis.gov
Digitally signed by Matthew
Requestor Signature:
Hoffman

Date: 12/13/2021

Date: 2021.12.13 14:56:05 -06'00'

Talkgroup Requests
Talkgroup

Radio Types

CM CALL
CM 2-12
CM EMS HAIL
CM 2LE-5LE
CM 6E-12E
CM EMRGMGT

Portables
Portables
Portables
Portables
Portables
Portables

Mobiles
Mobiles
Mobiles
Mobiles
Mobiles
Mobiles

Hex ID

Radio Quantities

(provided by Authorizing Agency)

28 portables and 28 mobiles
28 portables and 28 mobiles
28 portables and 28 mobiles
28 portables and 28 mobiles
28 portables and 28 mobiles
28 portables and 28 mobiles

Reason for the Request
Example: Add regional talkgroups to fire department portable and mobile radios for interoperability with other neighboring departments.

Add regional talkgroup to federal law enforcement agency portable and mobile radios for interoperability with statewide public
safety agencies.

Approval:
Approved By:
Approver’s Entity:
Approver’s Telephone:
Approver’s Email:
Approver’s Signature:

YES

NO

Authorizing Entity Information
YES w/CONDITIONS (see below)

Date:
Conditions

Example: Request authorization must be reviewed and renewed every two years from approver’s signature date.

Talkgroup Authorization Requests are considered by the talkgroup’s owner (city, county, or region) and should be submitted
to that entity. Record of the authorization should be maintained by the authorizing entity and, if applicable, the entity’s sponsoring
agency.

CENTRAL MINNESOTA OWNERS AND OPERATORS COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Attendance Recap - 2021
Name
Entity
Larson, Brandon (Vice Chair) City of St. Cloud
Myers, Micah
City of St. Cloud
Fraley, Julie
Benton County
Burski, John
Benton County
Brown, Mark (Sheriff)
Big Stone County
Kandiyohi Co Representative Big Stone County
Egan, Tom
Douglas County
Smith, Kevin
Douglas County
Combs, Jon
Grant County
Lindquist, Tina
Grant County
Bonnema, Stacey "Ace"
Kandiyohi County
Norstegard, Jody
Kandiyohi County
Cruze, Brian (Sheriff)
Meeker County
Howell, Becky
Meeker County
Celander, Randy
Meeker County
Beckstrom, Andy
Mille Lacs County
Erickson, Bret
Mille Lacs County
MacKissock, Victoria
Morrison County
Holman, Jane
Morrison County
Karlgaard, Jason
Otter Tail County
Seim, Greg
Otter Tail County
Brecht, Nathan
Pope County
Riley, Tim (Sheriff)
Pope County
Lahr, Kristen (Chair)
Stearns County
Lieser, Mary
Stearns County
Greiner, Dona
Stevens County
Koehler, Brian
Stevens County
McGeary, Bill
Swift County
Holtz, John (Sheriff)
Swift County
Booker, Sarah
Todd County
Wisniewski, Michael
Todd County
Siegel, Lynn
Traverse County
Wright, Trevor (Sheriff)
Traverse County
Wheeler, Tyler
Wadena County
Savaloja, Bryan
Wadena County
Fiedler, Rick (Sheriff)
Wilkin County
Porter, Billijo
Wilkin County
Hansen, Seth
Wright County
Dubois, Haley
Wright County
Total Members in Attendance
Total Entities in Attendance Out of 19
(Need 5 for Quorum)

M

Month
J
J

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

J

F

X
X
X

X
X
X

M

A

A

S

O

N

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

D

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

20
16

24
19

X
X
X

0
C

0
C

22
19

X
X

X

0
C

17
14

0
C

23
18

18
15

19
15

0
C

Regional Strategic Plan review
for O&O/User Committee

O&O/User/RAC
O&O/User
O&O/User
O&O/User

Goal #2
FirstNet ie Wireless Broadband
Advocate and Support FirstNet and Wireless Broadband Initiatives

Goal #2
FirstNet ie Wireless Broadband
Advocate and Support FirstNet and
Wireless Broadband Initiatives

Goal #3
Training and education across all disciplines keeping skills current
Provide Training and Exercise Opportunities to Regional Stakeholders

Goal #3
Training and education across all disciplines keeping skills
current
Provide Training and Exercise Opportunities to Regional
Stakeholders

Goal #4
COMU program well supported, well known
Increase Stakeholder Awareness and Usage of Regional Communications Unit (COMU) Resources

Goal #4
COMU program well supported, well known
Increase Stakeholder Awareness and Usage of Regional
Communications Unit (COMU) Resources

Goal #6
CASM – revitalize use of this tool
Increase Stakeholder Awareness and Usage of Communication Assets Survey and Mapping (CASM) Resources

Goal #6
CASM – revitalize use of this tool
Increase Stakeholder Awareness and Usage of
Communication Assets Survey and Mapping (CASM)
Resources

Central MN Emergency Services Board
2022 Training Roadmap
On Target Courses
ARMER Radio Trainer

Track
ARMER Radio

Hrs Limit Date
April 12-13
16
20

Location
Stearns County Service Center

Grant Amount Courses
$4,500
1
N/A

(Total not SECB Grant eligible) Total

Previous Courses:
New Commissioner Training
ARMER Dispatch 1 (2-day)
ARMER Dispatch 2 (1 day)
ARMER Dispatch 3 (2 half-day)
REFRESHER: ARMER Radio Trainer
ARMER System Administrator
APX Radio Programming Workshop
APX Advanced programming features
ICS/Communication Planning
All Hazards Incident Dispatcher
Search and Rescue Incident Management
MCC7500/7100 Console Configuration
Radio Programming Workshop
CASM - Level 1/2

Last Year Held:
2021
N/A
2021
2021
2020
2020
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2018
2017
2016

Total
$4,500
$4,500

Amount:
$500
$4,500
$2,400
$2,500/2
$2,300
$9,500
$8,700
$1,300
$4,000
$4,000
$3,000

https://cmnesb-training.eventbrite.com

1/14/2022

CENTRAL MINNESOTA USER COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Attendance Recap - 2021

Name
Morris, Adam
Zabinski, Tom
Williams, Steve
Burke, Jason
Schmidt, Jaime
Super, Jennifer Furan
Wrobbel, Dean (Chief)
Beise, Perry
Fleming, Jason
Fraley, Julie
Brown, Mark (Sheriff)
Kandiyohi Co Representative
Maatz, John
Smith, Kevin
Combs, Jon
Lindquist, Tina
Bonnema, Stacey (Ace)
Felt, Jim
Hanson, Frank
Norstegard, Jody
Pattison, Keith
Celander, Randy
Case, Josh
Christianson, Rich
Miller, Sara
Seifert, Amanda
Beckstrom, Andy
Erickson, Bret
Hunt, Bradley
Boone, Pat
Holman, Jane
MacKissock, Victoria
Seelen, Craig
Karlgaard, Jason
Seim, Greg
Picchiarini, Marco
Ebeling, Mark
Lange, Michael
Brecht, Nathan
Riley, Tim (Sheriff)
McIntyre, Paul - Chair
Hughes, Jim (Chief)-Vice Chair
Lahr, Kristen
Tufte, Erin
Burke, Michele
Greiner, Dona
Koehler, Brian
Dingman, Jason

Entity
City of St. Cloud
City of St. Cloud
City of St. Cloud
City of St. Cloud
City of St. Cloud
City of St. Cloud
City of St. Cloud
Benton County
Benton County
Benton County
Big Stone County
Big Stone County
Big Stone County
Douglas County
Grant County
Grant County
Kandiyohi County
Kandiyohi County
Kandiyohi County
Kandiyohi County
Kandiyohi County
Meeker County
Meeker County
Meeker County
Meeker County
Meeker County
Mille Lacs County
Mille Lacs County
Mille Lacs County
Morrison County
Morrison County
Morrison County
Morrison County
Otter Tail County
Otter Tail County
Otter Tail County
Otter Tail County
Otter Tail County
Pope County
Pope County
Stearns County
Stearns County
Stearns County
Stearns County
Stearns County
Stevens County
Stevens County
Stevens County

M

Month
J
J

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

J

F

X

M

A

A

S

O

N
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

D

CENTRAL MINNESOTA USER COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Attendance Recap - 2021

Name
Fischer, Josh
Howe, Justin
Bendel, Dereck
Holtz, John (Sheriff)
McGeary, Bill
Booker, Sarah
Wisniewski, Mike
Bock, Lee
Siegel, Lynn
Wright, Trevor (Sheriff)
Savaloja, Bryan
Weniger, Donald
Wheeler, Tyler
Harris, Anthony
Fiedler, Rick (Sheriff)
Porter, Billijo
Dubois, Haley
Nevala, Richard
Hansen, Seth
Vanlith, Bob
Ward, Richard

Entity
Stevens County
Stevens County
Swift County
Swift County
Swift County
Todd County
Todd County
Traverse County
Traverse County
Traverse County
Wadena County
Wadena County
Wadena County
Wilkin County
Wilkin County
Wilkin County
Wright County
Wright County
Wright County
Wright County
Wright County

Total Members in Attendance
Total Entities in Attendance Out of 19
(Need 5 for Quorum)

J

F

M

A

M

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Month
J
J

A

S

O

N

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

D

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

20
17

25
19

X

X

0
C

0
C

28
19

0
C

22
15

X
X

0
C

24
17

21
14

20
14

0
C

Total
County/Location
Douglas County

Mille Lacs County

Stearns County
Swift County
Wilkin County
Wright County

Item Description

Total

Budgeted Cost Award Eligible

Total

Project Funding

Awarded

Status

Grant

ECN Program
ARMER, Broadband,
NG911/GIS, IPAWS

SECB Strategic

Date

Plan Alignment

Submitted

$55,677.55

$27,838.78

Budgeting

SHSP

ARMER

Goal 1 - LMR Strategy

3/1/2019

$24,626.80

$12,313.40

Budgeting

SHSP

ARMER

Goal 1 - LMR Strategy

3/1/2019

$24,369.87
$30,284.34
$600,000.00

$12,184.94
$15,142.17
$300,000.00

Budgeting
Budgeting
Budgeting

SHSP
SHSP
SHSP

ARMER
ARMER
ARMER

Goal 1 - LMR Strategy
Goal 1 - LMR Strategy
Goal 1 - LMR Strategy

6/7/2019
1/13/2020
1/13/2020

$25,896.43

$12,444.42

Application

SHSP

ARMER

Goal 1 - LMR Strategy

9/13/2018

MC7500 Console

$380,000

$190,000.00

Funded

SECB

ARMER

Goal 1 - LMR Strategy

7/20/2019

MC7500 Console

$385,000

$192,500.00

Application

SECB

ARMER

Goal 1 - LMR Strategy

9/8/2020

$33,800

$16,899.88

Budgeting

SHSP

ARMER

Goal 1 - LMR Strategy

7/2/2019

Subtotal

$1,559,655

$779,324

$0

TOTALS

$1,559,655

$779,324

$0

Alomere Health (Douglas County Hospital) BDA
Alomere Health (Douglas County Hospital) Radio
Consolettes
BDA in Law Enforcement Center
BDA in Mille Lacs Health Systems
ASR Site Princenton
Albany School BDA

BDA in Law Enforcement Center

